KELLY VAN BELLE, Cardiovascular Technology Student
Did you know that heart disease is the number one killer of men and women in the United States.

ANNA MELNIK, Sonography Student
One of every four deaths is related to heart disease.

STEPHANY YODER, Director of Clinical Education for Invasive Cardiovascular Technology
HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College is your pathway to decrease this number.

KRISTY WERKHEISER, Cardiovascular Technology Program Director
At HACC you can earn an associate's degree in cardiac sonography and invasive cardiovascular technology.
KRISTY
They can work in an outpatient facility like a cardiology office or they can work in a hospital setting.

[Cut to STEPHANY speaking]

STEPHANY
The invasive CVT program is an associate degree program.

[Cut to KELLY speaking]

KELLY
The patient comes in, they have the procedure where you take pictures of their heart under radiation

[Cut to invasive cardiovascular equipment screen]

KELLY VO
with catheters and wires that you feed up into the heart

[Cut to KELLY speaking]

KELLY
and then you can help diagnose them and help them with either being medicated

[Cut to male and female student in full surgical scrubs using hands on invasive cardiovascular equipment]

KELLY VO
or doing an interventional procedure.

[Cut to ANNA speaking]
[Freeze frame of ANNA]
[Text fades on screen]
Apply Now to HACC!
hacc.edu/ApplyNow
800-ABC-HACC

Completely YOURS.
[Music fades out]
[Video fades to black]